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Abstract—Contrasting multi-level routes (e.g., IP, subnet, AS
levels) is an analytical primitive underpinning many applications,
such as route asymmetry and/or diversity measurement, route
change characterization, efﬁcient route-tracing design, and others. We are the ﬁrst to identify that current approaches incur
redundant node comparisons, because they treat each level independently. We propose a new approach called rtd that eliminates
the redundancy, therefore improves the analysis efﬁciency, by
integrating all levels recursively. Our extensive evaluations on
simulated traces and real data from Ark, FastMapping, and
iPlane datasets show that rtd eliminates 85% comparisons on
average and doubles the analysis speed. Finally, we design a route
clustering application using rtd, and demonstrate how it aids
the monitoring of an ISP transition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traceroutes [27] are among the readiest data in today’s
network measurement research. For example, CAIDA’s Ark
project [26] probes all routed /24 preﬁxes to construct a
wide-coverage topology. FastMapping [12] performs highfrequency tracing to study the dynamics of load-balanced
paths. DTRACK [13] issues intensive traceroutes on unstable
paths to detect more changes. iPlane [33], on the other hand,
traces the routes originated from hundreds of vantage points to
predict paths accurately. Moreover, researchers can customize
datasets with a plethora of traceroute variants, such as Paristraceroute [4] that exposes all load-balanced paths, TraceNet
[47] that explores the subnet-level paths, AS-level traceroute
[35] that returns a path’s AS-level sequence, reverse traceroute
[30] that infers the backward IP path, NANOG-traceroute [2],
IPv6 traceroute [1], and others.
Analyzing traceroute data efﬁciently poses a great challenge
because of their Internet-sized volume. CAIDA’s Ark alone
has collected more than 10 billion IPv4 traceroutes, and 500
million more continue to arrive in each probing round. Ark,
however, only characterizes an incomplete portion of the current Internet, and tracing through the immense IPv6 space [6]
will undoubtedly multiply the traceroute volume. Moreover,
many applications typically require processing multiple units
of route data. For example, studying dynamics of an IPlevel route or topology requires contrasting multiple rounds of
routes. Studying their dynamics on IP-/router-/PoP-/AS-level
requires contrasting multiple levels of routes (or multi-level
routes). Generally, an n-round or n-level analysis will increase
the load of computation by n times.
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It is therefore not surprising that route analytics incurs differing amount of delays before actual applications could even
start. For example, a round of route change characterization
precedes the ﬁnal diagnosis of submarine cable faults [10],
and a round of route asymmetry quantiﬁcation precedes the
correlational studies with delay asymmetry (e.g., [39], [37]).
Understandably, such analyses should not take more time than
necessary, because processing delays can be associated with
economic loss (e.g., an extra delay of 0.4 seconds costs $188
million for Google [49]). Therefore, accelerated analytics,
even on a small scale, means much. Moreover, some timecritical applications (e.g., adaptive probing systems) cannot
work accurately unless their route analytics is executed in real
time. For example, Beverly et al. [8] ﬁnds that efﬁcient routetracing designs require each probing round to adapt online to
the results of the previous ones, and ofﬂine “train-then-probe”
mechanisms are prone to expire and miss IP interfaces.
We aim to accelerate the operation of contrasting multilevel routes, which can be described as: given two routes with
multiple levels of labels (e.g., IP-/subnet-/AS-level), identify
their differences on each level. This operation is an analytical
primitive underpinning many applications, and we name some
of them here.
•

•

•

•

Route asymmetry measurement: contrasting forward
and reverse routes on router- and AS-level helps quantify
their asymmetry (e.g., [39], [37], [22]). The differences
between multi-level routes can be further correlated with
performance asymmetry (e.g., [39], [37]).
Route change characterization: contrasting snapshots
of a route on IP-, /24-, and AS-level (e.g., [43], [31],
[10]) helps characterize the scope of route changes.
The differences between multi-level routes can further
facilitate studies of cable repairing [10], measurement of
available bandwidth [31] and delay variations [39].
Route diversity measurement: contrasting redundant
routes in multi-homed or overlay networks on IP- and
AS-level helps quantify the route diversity [21].
Efﬁcient route-tracing design: contrasting IP routes
when constructing an IP-level topology helps reduce
probes [8]. It is not difﬁcult to see that similar saving
can be applied to AS-/PoP-level routes for AS-/PoP-level
topology construction (e.g., [44]).

We identify that existing designs of this primitive incur
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many redundant node comparisons, therefore a large overhead,
because they contrast routes on each level independently.
Consider two nodes Nx and Ny in routes x and y. If an ASlevel comparison already identiﬁes that Nx and Ny belong
to different ASes, comparing them further on IP-level would
be redundant. Unfortunately, current approaches are oblivious
to this concern and compare them again on IP-level anyway.
As a result, the repetitive comparisons increase applications’
computational load, lengthen their analysis cycles, and hinder
the timeliness of adaptive applications.
In this paper, we propose a novel contrasting approach
that eliminates redundant comparisons, therefore improves the
efﬁciency of multi-level route analytics for the aforementioned
applications. We make three contributions:
1. We are the ﬁrst to identify the computational redundancy
in current approaches to contrasting multi-level routes,
and expose that the root cause lies in their independent
use of levels. (§II-A)
2. We propose rtd that integrates all levels recursively to
eliminate the redundancy. With rtd, an n-level analysis
does not have to increase the computational load by n
times. Under an ideal case, rtd performs a ﬁxed order
of comparisons no matter how many levels we use. We
implement it in 1000 lines of C code which will be
released with this paper. (§II-B)
3. We evaluate rtd on simulated traces and Ark, iPlane,
FastMapping datasets, and show that on average 85%
comparisons performed by current approaches are redundant. rtd reduces the number of comparisons to 15%
and doubles the analysis speed. (§III)
Although high-performance analytics on “Big Data” can also
be implemented by distributed computing platforms [15],
novel software solutions [41], massively parallel processing
(MPP) databases [19], [45], or harnessing the cloud [3],
rtd caters for “Big Route Data” and offers an economical
approach that requires no installation of additional hardware
or software suites. Moreover, rtd can also be applied atop
other approaches. For example, after decreasing analyses’
computational load by rtd, one can proportionally enlist less
VMs in the cloud while still respecting the original deadline.
We then design a route clustering application using rtd
and apply it to monitor an ISP transition in §IV, review related
work in §V, and conclude our paper in §VI.
II. C ONTRASTING M ULTI - LEVEL ROUTES
We ﬁrst deﬁne the problem of contrasting multi-level routes
formally. Consider a route x that is an ordered sequence of
nodes X1 X2 · · · X|x| . Each node Xi , i ∈ [1..|x|], has n levels
of labels, and we write its t-th level of label as Lt (Xi ).
The levels form an ordered set L = {L1 , · · · , Ln } with a
transitive relation  that reads as “contains”, and L1  L2 
· · ·  Ln . Lt  Lt+1 means that if Lt (Xi ) = Lt (Xj )
then Lt+1 (Xi ) = Lt+1 (Xj ), but Lt+1 (Xi ) = Lt+1 (Xj ) does
not imply Lt (Xi ) = Lt (Xj ), ∀i, j ∈ [1..|x|]. Many existing
works (e.g., [39], [37], [22], [43], [31], [10], [21]) employ
topological levels L = {AS-level, subnet-level, IP-level} to
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study Internet topology or path dynamics, and assume that
AS-level  subnet-level  IP-level. We adopt this setting
and denote AS(Xi )/SN (Xi )/IP (Xi ) as the AS-/subnet-/IPlevel label of Xi . However, our discussion extends similarly
to levels chosen from other dimensions, such as organizationlevel  AS-level [9], country-level  city-level, and others.
We deﬁne the same notations for route y = Y1 Y2 · · · Y|y| ,
and for any Xi in x and any Yj in y we can compare them on
any level Lt to determine if Lt (Xi ) = Lt (Yj ) holds. Given x,
y, and L, our problem is to ﬁnd the differences Δ between x
and y via a sequence match, where Δ is the union of n disjoint
sets: Δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Δn . Moreover, the set Δt , t > 1, contains the
nodes from x and y that are different on Lt (therefore different
on any Ls where s > t) but identical on Lt−1 (therefore
identical on any Ls where s < t); the set Δ1 contains the
nodes that are different on L1 . For the AS-/subnet-/IP-level
setting, we have Δ = ΔAS ∪ ΔSN ∪ ΔIP .
A. Current Approaches
Current approaches all contrast x and y on each level independently. To obtain ΔAS , some previous works (e.g., [39],
[37], [10]) employ Jaccard Distance (JD) to count the number
of discrepant ASes between two AS-level sequences AS(x) =
AS(X1 ) · · · AS(X|x| ) and AS(y) = AS(Y1 ) · · · AS(Y|y| );
others (e.g., [43], [42], [8]) employ Edit Distance (ED) to
compute the minimum number of deletion, insertion, and replacement operations to equalize AS(x) and AS(y). To obtain
ΔSN (ΔIP ), JD or ED is similarly performed on SN (x)
and SN (y) (IP (x) and IP (y)). We agree with the argument
by Schwartz et al. [42] that ED is better than JD because it
captures the nodes’ order. Therefore, we will only focus on
ED in our discussions, although the redundancy shown later
also exists in JD for a similar reason. Moreover, contrasting
two routes with ED is equivalent to computing their longest
common subsequence (LCS) with a simple tweak, because
ED(x, y) = |x| + |y| − 2|LCS(x, y)| holds by doubling the
weight of replacement operations [7]. The only difference
is that LCS not only quantiﬁes (i.e., how many nodes are
different) but also identiﬁes (i.e., which are the different nodes)
the differences. Therefore, our ensuing discussions encompass
both the approaches of ED and LCS.
Fig. 1 depicts two routes from S to D (Fig. 1(b)) and
their three-level labels (Fig. 1(a)). Current approaches ﬁrst
compute the LCS (equivalently the ED) between AS(x) and
AS(y), and identify nodes in segment A (segment B) as the
AS-level differences (similarities): ΔAS = {AS1-2}. Note
that, following existing work [23], nodes in the same AS
(e.g., the three/two AS3 nodes for the upper/lower route)
are collapsed into the same AS-level entity before the LCS
computation. That is, the LCS contrasts AS(x) = AS2 − AS3
and AS(y) = AS1 − AS3.
They then contrast SN (x) and SN (y), and identify nodes
in segments C and D (segments E) as the SN-level differences
(similarities): ΔSN = {SN1-3}. Note also that similar collapsing is applied to SN-level nodes as well (e.g., the two SN4
nodes for both routes) before the LCS computation. That is,
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(a) Independent levels.

(b) Integrative levels.

Fig. 1. Contrasting two multi-level routes on independent and integrative
levels.

SN (x) = SN 2 − SN 3 − SN 4 and SN (y) = SN 1 − SN 4.
However, segment C is just a duplication of A which has
already been accounted for on AS-level comparisons. Finally,
they contrast IP (x) and IP (y), and identify nodes in segments F, G, and H (segment I) as the IP-level differences
(similarities): ΔIP = {IP1-5}. However, segment F duplicates
C, A, and segment G duplicates D.
Therefore, contrasting segment A on SN-/IP-level and segment D on IP-level is redundant and prolongs the analysis.
Moreover, the resultant ΔAS , ΔSN , and ΔIP are not disjoint, as some node discrepancy has been duplicated into
multiple levels. As a result, the levels entangle to make the
intended “three-level” contrasting ambiguous. Algorithm 1,
named cmp, presents the general algorithm for contrasting two
n-level routes by current approaches.
Algorithm 1 cmp(rt pair,L); rt pair={x,y} and  ∈
{1, · · · , n}; output: Δ = Δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Δn
1: for all L ∈ L do
2:
(lcs segs,non lcs segs) ← LCS(rt pair,L);
3:
Δ ← Δ ∪ non lcs segs;
4: end for
We observe that the redundancy comes from the ﬁxed resolutions used for contrasting the entire routes, while different
resolutions should have been applied for different route segments. For example, none of the three ﬁxed resolutions is the
best for contrasting the entire routes depicted in Fig. 1. More
speciﬁcally, the AS-level resolution is the best for identifying
the degree of difference in segment A, because lower levels
are too granular to see that they actually go through distinct
ASes. But segment D is accurately characterized only by the
SN-level resolution, because the AS-level resolution is too
coarse to capture any difference, and the IP-level too ﬁne
to see the traversals through different SNs. Segments H and
I, on the other hand, require the IP-level resolution, because
no other resolution can expose such low-level node traversal.
This insight reveals that the redundancy can be eliminated by

We eliminate the redundancy by a just-enough-resolution
approach called rtd (i.e., route-diff). rtd always starts from
the AS-level resolution. If the AS-level resolution already
identiﬁes the differences in a segment (e.g., for non-LCS
portion such as segment A), rtd will not increase its resolution to contrast this segment further. Therefore, the redundant
comparisons are avoided. But if the AS-level resolution fails
to identify any differences in a segment (e.g., segment B),
rtd will switch to the SN-level resolution for that segment to
capture possible differences there. Contrasting with the SNlevel resolution is also based on LCS, so the resolution switch
is implemented by recursively contrasting current-level LCS
segments on a ﬁner level. Note that if any AS-level LCS
node went through the aforementioned “node collapsing”, it
will be restored into an SN-level sequence before the SNlevel LCS computation. Finally, the recursion returns when
it ﬁnishes contrasting with the IP-level resolution. In this
way, rtd gradually ﬁnds the best resolution for each segment
and avoids redundant comparisons. Algorithm 2 presents the
general algorithm for contrasting two n-level routes with rtd.
Fig. 2 compares the efﬁciency of cmp and rtd by using
the example routes in Fig. 1 as input, and then drawing their
“comparison density graphs”. For the sake of clarity, we use
nodes 1-6 to denote the nodes with labels IP1-6 in Fig. 1,
respectively; two nodes are connected by a w-weighted link if
they are compared w times by cmp or rtd. Note that when
multiple nodes are collapsed into a single entity and compared
as a whole, we assign the link(s) to the ﬁrst node. For example,
nodes 3, 4, 6 are collapsed into AS3 on AS-level and we assign
the link(s) to node 3; nodes 4, 6 are collapsed into SN4 on SNlevel and we assign the link(s) to node 4. We can see that 12
out of 22 comparisons made by cmp are redundant, therefore
eliminated by rtd. Moreover, the Δ sets computed by rtd,
unlike by cmp, are disjoint, achieving an adequate three-level
contrasting. For the example paths, we have ΔAS ={AS1-2},
ΔSN ={SN3}, and ΔIP ={IP4-5}.
Algorithm 2 rtd(rt pair,);  ∈ {1, · · · , n} and L ∈ L;
initially =1 and rt pair={x,y}; output: Δ = Δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Δn
1: (lcs segs,non lcs segs) ← LCS(rt pair,L );
2: Δ ← Δ ∪ non lcs segs;
3: if  == n then
4:
return
5: end if
6: for all lcs seg ∈ lcs segs do
7:
rtd(lcs seg,+1);
8: end for
rtd is more efﬁcient than cmp because it eliminates some
nodes on each level, and decreases the number of comparisons
as the recursion goes deeper. cmp, on the other hand, compares
the same set of nodes repetitively on 
all levels. Let the time
n
complexity of cmp be T (n, r) =
i=1 F (i, r), where r
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Fig. 2. Comparison density graphs for the example paths: a more densely
connected graph results from a more inefﬁcient algorithm.

denotes the average route length and F (i, r) the number of
comparisons made by LCS computation on the i-th level. If
we solve LCS with the dynamic programming approach1, we
have F (i, r) = O(r2 ) regardless of i. Therefore, we have
T (n, r) = O(nr2 ) for an n-level analysis.
Using a similar set of notations, thetime complexity of
n

rtd can be written as T  (n, r) =
i=1 F (i, r). When

2
i = 1, we have F (1, r) = O(r ) because LCS needs to
compare the entire r-lengthed routes. However, the ﬁrst level
comparison eliminates all non-LCS nodes so the second level
only compares a subset of nodes. We assume a reduction ratio
of α1 , α1 ∈ [0..1], meaning that the ﬁrst level LCS has the
length of α1 r. Then we have
F  (2, r) = O((α1 r)2 ) = α21 O(r2 ).
More generally, assuming a reduction ratio of αt from the t-th
level to the (t + 1)-th level, where t ∈ [1..n − 1], we have for
the i-th level:
F  (i, r) = O((α1 · · · αi−1 r)2 ) = (α1 · · · αi−1 )2 O(r2 ).
Therefore, we sum up all the levels to get
T  (n, r) =

n


F  (i, r),

≤ (1 + . . . + 1) O(r2 ),



n ×1’s

(1)

Moreover, the equality holds only when α1 = · · · = αn−1 =
1, meaning that x and y are identical on the lowest level
Ln (therefore on all higher levels) so that no node can be
eliminated on any level. But we can pre-verify this case by
performing a node-wise comparison between x and y on
the Ln level, which takes O(r) time, and only proceed to
call rtd if Ln (x) = Ln (y). Therefore, we have strictly
1 In certain scenarios LCS can be computed with lower complexity [7]. But
rtd improves the complexity in a similar way.
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T  (n, r) = (1 + α2 + α4 + · · · α2n−2 )O(r2 ),
1 − α2n
=
O(r2 ),
1 − α2
= O(r2 ),

(2)

because a complexity analysis sets both n and r to inﬁnity.
Therefore, rtd maintains its efﬁciency in an n-level analysis
by performing O(r2 ) comparisons regardless of n.
C. Discussion
rtd’s lower time complexity has two implications. For
time-critical tasks, rtd decreases the computational load so
that route analyses ﬁnish sooner. For deadline-based tasks,
on the other hand, rtd downsizes the budget of computing
resources (e.g., rented VMs in the cloud) while respecting the
same deadline. Consider an n-level route analysis task, where
each level of analysis requires M rented VMs to ﬁnish before
the deadline D. cmp has to rent n × M VMs, but rtd meets
the deadline D using only M VMs (ideally). Due to space
limitation, we focus on evaluating the computational reduction
in §III, but a budget reduction is viable for the same reason.
rtd and cmp, like many other sequence aligning algorithms, can be tuned to output multiple alignments should they
exist [40]. For example, routes A−B −C and A−C −B have
two LCSes: A − B and A − C. However, their application in
route contrasting does not require them to do so, because the
quantiﬁcation of route differences, either by ED or LCS, is
consistent for all alignments. This is because both the ED and
the LCS approaches expose the maximum degree of similarity
between two routes (e.g., for routes A−B −C and A−C −B,
both A − B and A − C expose two node matches). Moreover,
different implementations of the LCS algorithm will ﬁnd the
same longest common subsequence, if only one were to be
used, as long as they scan the routes with the same order.
III. E VALUATION

i=1

= (1 + α21 + (α1 α2 )2 + · · · (α1 · · · αn−1 )2 )O(r2 ),

= O(nr2 ),
= T (n, r).

T  (n, r) < T (n, r), implying that rtd always outperforms
cmp for multi-level route analytics. Furthermore, under an
ideal case where α1 = · · · = αn−1 = α, with α being a
constant in [0..1), we have

We ﬁrst evaluate rtd on simulated traces with controlled
parameters r, n, and α. To this end, we deﬁne a “comparison
density matrix” Cn×R when contrasting two n-level routes
with length r, where R = r2 + r. We map the t-th level
to the t-th row, and each node pair (Xi , Yj ) to a unique
column s, where s = i · r + j. If Xi and Yj are compared on
the t-th level, we set the entry ct,s to one; otherwise we set
n R
it to zero. Therefore, the sum of all entries i=1 j=1 ci,j
equals to the number of comparisons in total. Following the
notations in §II, we write rtd’s matrix as C  and cmp’s C. We
visualize the “heatmap” of C  by aggregating its columns by
a bin width of 500; a darker-colored bin’s node pairs undergo
more comparisons. We do not visualize that of C, because all
its rows simply repeat C’s ﬁrst row.
We vary n from 2 to 100 with a step of 1, r from 10 to 1000
with a step of 10, α from 0.01 to 0.99 with a step of 0.01,
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(a) n = 10, r = 100, α = 0.2; ρ = 0.10, Δρ < (b) n = 10, r = 100, α = 0.5; ρ = 0.13, Δρ < (c) n = 10, r = 100, α = 0.9; ρ = 0.47,
0.01
0.01
Δρ = 0.06

(d) n = 5, r = 100, α = 0.2; ρ = 0.21, Δρ < 0.01 (e) n = 5, r = 100, α = 0.5; ρ = 0.26, Δρ < 0.01 (f) n = 5, r = 100, α = 0.9; ρ = 0.68,
Δρ < 0.01

and run simulations for each setting. Due to space limitation,
Fig. 3 only presents six settings’ heatmaps to show the levelby-level reduction. We can see that the uppermost regions are
the darkest (i.e., the highest levels processed almost the entire
routes), and the colors grow lighter for lower regions (i.e.,
less nodes were left for lower levels). We also compute the
comparison reduction ratio achieved by rtd over cmp for
each setting:
R
R
n 
n 


ρ=(
ci,j )/(
ci,j ),
i=1 j=1

1

average(ρ)=0.09

0.1

100
50

(3)

1

n

0 0

α

0.5

i=1 j=1

where ci,j (ci,j ) is an entry from C  (C). We can see that
even with α = 0.9, n = 10 (i.e., each level only reduces 10%
nodes), rtd still eliminates 53% comparisons in total. When
α = 0.2/0.5, rtd manages to eliminate all nodes even before
the lowest level is reached. We further compare the achieved
ρ with its theoretical value ρ∗ by computing Δρ = |ρ − ρ∗ |,
where
ρ∗ =

ρ (log scale)

Fig. 3. Heatmaps of comparison density matrices by rtd; darkest (lightest) bins contain 200 (0) comparisons.

1 − α2n
T  (n, r)
=
.
T (n, r)
(1 − α2 )n

(4)

We can see that all six ρ’s ﬁt their expected values quite
well. For a more comprehensive view, Fig. 4 plots the relation
between ρ and all simulated α and n (we set r=100 for
consistency with Fig. 3): rtd eliminates 91% comparisons
on average. Morever, Eqn. (4) also implies that the reduction
is more signiﬁcant with a smaller α or a bigger n, which can
be validated by Figs. 3 and 4.
We then evaluate rtd on Ark, iPlane, and FastMapping
datasets by contrasting random routes on the same prober,
which was employed by Beverly et al. [8] to quantify unnecessary probes. We use 23 of Ark data collected in 2011, 17
of FastMapping data, and 4 rounds of iPlane data collected in
April 2012. For each Ark or iPlane monitor, we select random
route pairs to compare until a certain pair has been selected
twice, and repeat the process for each probing round; for each

Fig. 4. rtd eliminates more comparisons as α grows smaller or n grows
larger; α ∈ [0.01, 0.99], n ∈ [2, 100], r=100.

FastMapping monitor, we compare all its route pairs in each
probing round. We have evaluated 87 million routes and made
52 billion comparisons in total, which are much larger-scale
than the previous study [8] that collected one month’s data
from one Ark monitor and one iPlane monitor, comprising
0.4 million routes. We apply the setting of IP-, /24-, ASlevels [31], where the AS routes are converted from IP routes
by analyzing BGP tables. Although such mappings may have
their weaknesses [35], we use the same mappings for rtd and
cmp to ensure a fair comparison.
Fig. 5(a) plots the CDF of comparison reduction ratios for
each dataset, where each data point aggregates the results
for contrasting 5K routes. For Ark, iPlane, and FastMapping
datasets respectively, 86%, 85%, and 83% comparisons made
by cmp are eliminated by rtd on average. Moreover, the
resemblance of Ark and iPlane CDFs is due to their similar
measurement settings: Ark probes all /24 preﬁxes and iPlane
all BGP preﬁxes. Such settings resulted in similar topological
properties, such as Internet coverage and sizes of traversed
ASes. FastMapping, however, only probes 1K destinations
which resulted in a notably discrepant CDF.
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(b) Reduction ratio of running time by rtd.

(b) The increment of comparisons from two levels to three levels.

Fig. 5. rtd on average eliminate 85% comparisons and halves the running
time in the IP/24-preﬁx/AS setting.

Fig. 6. The number of comparisons increases more slowly with the number
of levels in rtd (labeled as Ark’, iPln’, FM’) than in cmp (labeled as Ark,
iPln, FM).

We also log the running time of rtd and cmp on a
Linux machine with a 2.13GHz CPU and a 8GB memory.
Fig. 5(b) plots the CDFs of rtd’s acceleration ratios, where
each data point aggregates the results for contrasting 6 million
routes. rtd reduces the running time to 49%, 56%, and
47% on average for Ark, iPlane, and FastMapping datasets,
respectively, and achieves a speed of 63K route contrasting
operations per second. The average time reduction ratio over
three datasets (51%) is less pronounced than the average
comparison reduction ratio (85%), which is expected because
node comparisons are not the only source of computation.
Other sources include LCS construction, state memoization,
and recursions, and the cost of the ﬁrst two factors generally
grows with route lengths. Therefore, the time reduction is
the most (least) signiﬁcant for FastMapping (iPlane) routes
that have the shortest (longest) average length of 11 (15)
hops. Another reason for the higher efﬁciency achieved on
FastMapping is that its sparser coverage results in more diverse
AS routes than in other datasets, which further results in a
higher AS-level elimination ratio. rtd therefore spends less
time performing recursions into deeper levels.
rtd’s efﬁciency over cmp (i.e., Eqn. (1)) also implies that
the number of comparisons increases more slowly with the
number
levels in use.
this property, we compute
n of
nTo evaluate
R
R

c
and
c
i=1
j=1 i,j
i=1
j=1 i,j for one-level (i.e., AS),
two-level (i.e., AS/SN), and three-level (i.e., AS/SN/IP) settings, and count how many more comparisons are incurred by
each addition level (Fig. 6). For Ark, iPlane, and FastMapping
datasets, adding the SN-level to the AS-level incurs 6.9, 5.6,
4.8 times (medians) comparisons by cmp, but only 1.6, 1.4,
1.2 times by rtd, respectively. Adding the IP-level to the AS/SN-levels further incurs 2.2, 2.1, 2.1 times comparisons by
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cmp, but only 1.1, 1.1, 1.1 times by rtd. The increment from
the AS-level to the AS-/SN-levels is larger than that from the
AS-/SN-levels to the AS-/SN-/IP-levels, because the SN-level
routes are much longer than the AS-level routes and therefore
add many more nodes, but the IP-level routes add relatively
less nodes to the existing ones on the AS-/SN-levels.
Moreover, Fig. 7 plots the CDFs of running time increment
ratios. The running time from one level to two levels, averaged
over three datasets, is increased to 2.8 times by cmp but only
1.7 times by rtd, and that from two levels to three levels is
increased to 1.7 times by cmp but only 1.5 times by rtd. The
efﬁciency achieved on FastMapping is still higher due to the
reasons said before.
IV. A ROUTE C LUSTERING A PPLICATION
In this section, we design a practical route clustering application using rtd, and apply it to monitor an ISP transition.
Clustering is a popular technique in exploratory data analysis
[28], but its computational efﬁciency over big datasets poses a
key challenge [48]. A hierarchical clustering of m routes, for
example, requires O(m2 ) contrasting operations between all
route pairs to construct a proximity matrix. Route contrasting
operations are therefore expected to take no more time than
necessary. As the ﬁrst route clustering study that we know of,
we demonstrate that clustering offers insightful results, and
that it is computationally feasible for route dynamics studies
whose m’s are moderate. Our results also encourage more
research on high-performance analytics that may eventually
enable route clustering with Internet-scaled m’s.
We cluster the tcptraceroute [46] data on a path from
Hong Kong to Israel that was sampled by our monitor [11]
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(a) The increment of running time from one level to two levels.
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(b) The increment of running time from two levels to three levels.
Fig. 7. The running time increases more slowly with the number of levels in
rtd than in cmp.

once in two minutes from 26 Feb. to 18 Mar. 2010, and
study the route evolution during our ISP transition with two
network switches. We employ an agglomerative, completelinkage clustering and a weighted Minkowski distance measure
d(x, y) = wAS · |ΔAS | + wSN · |ΔSN | + wIP · |ΔIP | [48],
with wAS /wSN /wIP = 9/7/2. This weighting emphasizes
higher-level route changes that potentially have more impact,
although determining the “best” weighting, if any, is out of
our scope. We normalize it to [0..1] by computing

snapshots. The time series detects that the ﬁrst network switch
was one hour behind schedule, which has been conﬁrmed
by the operators. Moreover, the original route (i.e., cluster
1) which had a stable RTT baseline with intermittent surges
was transitioned to an intermediate route (i.e., cluster 2) with
inﬂated RTTs; the higher delays were introduced by eight extra
hops in the new route that detoured from Taiwan to Europe.
The load-balancer that transitioned cluster 2 to 3 was set up
by an European ISP, and it decongested the route and reduced
its RTTs. However, it employed a per-packet splitting and
thus induced packet reordering. The second network switch
restored both the route and its RTTs to their original patterns
(i.e., the second appearance of cluster 1), but the new ISP
resulted in a decreased RTT baseline and a clearer diurnal loss
pattern. We can see that the four-phased transition annotated
by route clustering provides deeper insights into the transitional events. Moreover, clustering the 14K routes collected
in 20 days only took one minute on the aforementioned machine, with rtd’s pre-veriﬁcation turned on. Such efﬁciency
makes clustering analysis feasible for route dynamics studies
(e.g., [38], [13], [12]), which typically maintain a moderate
range of destinations (e.g., 1K for FastMapping) and a high
traceroute frequency. Therefore, we will apply similar analysis
to those routes as future work, aiming to expose unlearnt route
properties and performance correlations.
V. R ELATED W ORK

loss rate

RTT (s)

distance

Contrasting multi-level routes underpins many existing network measurement research (e.g., [39], [37], [22], [43], [31],
[10], [21]). However, current approaches contrast them on each
level independently with Jaccard Distance (e.g., [39], [37],
[10]), Edit Distance (e.g., [43], [42]) or their variants (e.g.,
[22], [21]), therefore incur computational redundancy. Our approach, on the other hand, integrates all levels for redundancy
d(x, y)
d (x, y) =
.
elimination, and improves the analysis efﬁciency of InternetwAS · (|x| + |y|)
sized route data. Studies of route sharing, on multiple levels
Finally, we apply Davies-Bouldin Index [14], which balances or not, can also facilitate route stability, prevalence, (e.g., [38],
intra-cluster closeness and inter-cluster separation [36], to [12]), predictability [13], and similarity [25] measurement,
select the optimal clustering hierarchy with three clusters.
or available bandwidth estimation [24]. Our approach can
compensate their analysis by evaluating the information gain
cluster2 cluster3
cluster1
cluster1
provided by multi-level routes over single-level ones, or by
0.2
distance score
adding extra levels (e.g., organizational [9] or geographical
network switch
0.5
loss
rate
[29], [20] levels) to the current multi-level analysis.
switch
onset of
0.1
back
Existing research enhances the route-tracing technique in
load balancing
many dimensions. The accuracy of route tracing is improved
0
0
by Paris-traceroute [4] that handles load-balancers and ASreordering rate
0.006 level traceroute [35], [34] that resolves AS-level sequences.
0.5
The thoroughness of route tracing is enhanced by MDA
traceroute [5] that enumerates parallel routes, TraceNET [47]
3
2
4
0.3 1
that explores routes’ subnetting structure, reverse traceroute
26 Feb.
8 Mar.
18 Mar.
[30] that estimates the backward route, NANOG-traceroute
[2] that outputs extra metrics such as the path MTU, IPv6
Fig. 8. Route clusters and their performance features.
traceroute [1] that traces the IPv6 route instance, and others.
Fig. 8 annotates the route evolution with the performance Moreover, route tracing is made more efﬁcient by FastMapping
metrics measured by OneProbe [32]; the upper ﬁgure also [12] that measures load-balanced paths, DTRACK [13] that
plots the time series of d (x, y) between all consecutive route reduces probes on stable paths, DoubleTree [18] and its
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variants [17], [16] that coordinate distributed monitors, ISC
strategy [8] that minimizes redundant probes, just to name a
few. Our paper is orthogonal to the aforementioned research,
because we enhance route analysis instead of route tracing.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We identiﬁed that contrasting multi-level routes by current
approaches incurs computational redundancy, exposed that the
root cause is the independent use of levels, and proposed
rtd that integrates all levels recursively to eliminate the
redundancy. Our extensive evaluations on simulated traces and
Ark, FastMapping, iPlane datasets showed that rtd eliminates 85% comparisons on average, and doubles the analysis
speed. We also demonstrated that route clustering is feasible
and insightful for route dynamics studies. In the future, we
will evaluate the full clustering capacity of commodity PCs,
and explore more efﬁcient contrasting approaches that allow
route clustering in larger scales (e.g., Ark datasets), including
hardware implementations and distributed computations.
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